As the clinical use of cryoablation for the treatment of cancer has increased, so too has the need for knowledge on the dynamic environment within the frozen mass created by a cryoprobe. While a number of factors exist, an understanding of the iceball size, critical isotherm distribution/penetration, and the resultant lethal zone created by a cryoprobe are critical for clinical application. To this end, cryoprobe performance is typically characterized based on the iceball size and temperature penetration in phantom gel models. Although informative, these models do not provide information as to the impact of heat input from surrounding tissue nor give any information on the ablative zone created. As such, we evaluated the use of a tissue-engineered tumor model (TEM) to assess cryoprobe performance including iceball size, real-time thermal profile distribution, and resultant ablative zone. Studies were conducted using an Endocare V-probe cryoprobe, with a 10/5/10 double freeze-thaw protocol using prostate and renal cancer TEMs. The data demonstrate the generation of a 33-to 38-cm3 frozen mass with the V-Probe cryoprobe following the double freeze of which *12.7 and 6.5 cm3 was at or below À20
Introduction
Cryoablation (CA) of prostate and renal cancers has demonstrated steady growth over the past 10 years. This trend has been reinforced by several long-term follow-up studies showing comparative results between CA and more traditional treatments and the Best Practice guidelines for prostate cryosurgery issued by the American Urological Association [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Cryoablative therapies represent energy-deprivation strategies dependent on the removal of thermal energy (heat) from the tissues, thereby resulting in controlled, localized freezing. Numerous studies have demonstrated that CA is an effective ablation paradigm engaging several mechanisms including osmotic dehydration, ischemia, intracellular ice formation, and the activation of apoptosis. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] When properly utilized, CA results in a lesion characterized by sharply circumscribed necrosis, persistence of collagen fibers, acellularity, a fibrous stroma, vascular disruption (small vessels only), and the initiation of the wound-healing response that may result in neovascularization. 16, 18, 19, 22, 23 A varying cascade of events occurs when cells are cooled. The differential response across the treatment zone is due to the fact that the rate of cooling and final temperature experienced by a cell varies with distance from the cooling source. Nearby cells experience rapid cooling rates, lower temperatures, and intracellular ice. Cells more distant experience extracellular ice, whereas cells even more distant experience only hypothermia. The extent of the "cryolesion" is dependent on a number of factors, including cryogen type (gas, liquid, etc), contact area, cooling rate, temperature, duration of freeze, tissue vascularity, size of the target tumor, and cell sensitivity. The mechanisms underlying the effectiveness of cryosurgery and the optimization of the process have been researched at length. Baust and Gage 12, [21] [22] [23] [24] reported that while a substantial degree of damage occurs in the À20 to À30 C range, À40 C to À50 C is more effective. It has also been shown that in addition to causing cell rupture and necrosis, freezing activates apoptosis resulting in cell death both rapid and delayed in nature. 22, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] The attractiveness of modern cryoablative therapies is related to numerous factors including a global acceptance of minimally invasive therapies, rapid adoption of intraoperative ultrasound, advances in cryosurgical device technology, and the ability to provide transient, selective protection to adjacent, nontargeted tissues. 5, 10, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] The key to procedural success is dosimetry in terms of temperature and duration of the freezethaw cycle. However, a definitive statement of the "cryoablative dose" has been hampered by the diversity of opinions and practices as they relate to a number of variables, including procedural implementation, cooling "power" (heat extraction capacity of the cryogen), the variability in thermal gradients in frozen tissue, regional blood flow, anatomical variation, cancer's distinct phenotypic responses to a freeze-thaw stress, and the molecular responses of cells of a generically defined "cancer." 22, [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] Successful CA requires that a targeted volume of tissue be frozen to a lethal target temperature less than À20
C to À40 C (cancer-type dependent) to assure complete lethality throughout the targeted mass. 12, 26, 40, 43 To achieve this goal, a 1-cm positive freeze margin around the targeted tissue volume is typically implemented to assure delivery of a lethal temperature at the tumor margin or risk an increased chance of cancer recurrence. Since the area of the frozen tissue experiencing temperatures above À40 C is confined to the periphery, the volume of this region may equal or exceed the total volume of the targeted ablation zone. 22, 24, 38 Accordingly, successful application of a cryoablative procedure requires an understanding of the lesion zone and location/distribution of the thermal gradient within the frozen tissue mass between 0 C and À40 C. In order to determine the impact of various cryosurgical devices and protocols, we have developed a novel 3-dimensional (3D) tissue-engineered model tissue-engineered tumor model (TEM) to assess the destructive effectiveness of cryoablative devices. 32, 44 TEM allows for the real-time assessment of thermal profiles generated by a cryoprobe, size of the iceball created, as well as determination of the lethal zone created (live and dead zones within the tissue) in situ via fluorescence imaging at various time points following freezing. 41, 45 Furthermore, the model allows for determination of how far within the overall frozen mass various isotherms are when utilized in a heat-loaded setting. The development and use of tissue-engineered models in preclinical testing provide a useful tool for the assessment of devices and probes to benchmark performance. This system also allows one to compare the impact of modifications/improvements to a device or procedures as well as between devices. This is especially beneficial in light of the ever-increasing demand by regulatory bodies to reduce/eliminate animal testing. 46, 47 Although not a complete replacement for preclinical animal studies, these models are now providing an effective bridge between phantom nonliving models (ultrasound and/or agarose gels, water baths, etc) and animal studies. The use of TEMs provides for a reliable, reproducible, and cost-effective testing platform during the initial product and protocol development and optimization stages. 41 Based on the growing use of CA to treat numerous cancers and the importance of achieving a desired critical temperature (ie, À20
C or À40 C) coupled with limited technical ability to monitor temperatures throughout a tumor during a procedure in real time, we used 2 TEMs (prostate and renal) to characterize the performance of a commercial CA device and associated cryoprobe. This was conducted in an effort to evaluate the TEM, characterize device performance, and correlate the performance with the delivery of an ablative insult. The data presented herein demonstrate that the TEMs served as an effective model for evaluating cryoprobe performance. To this end, the TEM allowed for the generation of an overall iceball consistent with that reported in other models while enabling characterization of the thermal profile generated within the frozen mass in real time as well as the assessment of the ablative zone generated within the frozen mass.
Methods

Cell and 3D Cultures
The human prostate (PC-3) and renal (786-O) cancer cell lines were obtained from the ATCC (Rockville, Maryland). Cultures were maintained at 37 C, 5% CO 2 :95% air in RPMI-1640 culture medium (Caisson Laboratories Inc, North Logan, Utah) fortified with 10% FBS (Atlanta Biologics Inc, Atlanta, Georgia) and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Corning, Inc, Corning, New York). Cells were cultured in 75 cm 2 t-flasks with media replenishment every 3 days.
For generation of the tissue-engineered models (TEM), rat tail type I collagen solution (BD Bioscience, Bedford, Massachusetts) was used to form 0.2% wt/vol gel matrices as per standard protocol. Cells, prostate 0.85 to 1.2 Â10 6 cells/mL and renal 0.65 to 0.8 Â 10 6 cells/mL, were suspended in the collagen solution prior to solidification in 3 mm Â 60 mm TEM ring fixtures as per Robilotto et al and Baust et al. 32, 44, 48 The TEM cell containing matrices were cultured for 24 hours prior to utilization. All experiments were performed between cell passages 5 and 20.
Freezing Protocol
Prior to freezing, individual cell-seeded TEMs were assembled into the 3D stack configuration (60 mm Â 60 mm) following SOP. The TEM stack was then submerged into a warm circulating bath of culture media followed by placement onto a heat pad and stir table, and a cryoprobe and thermocouple array were then inserted to monitor temperatures ( Figure 1 ). Samples were held until TEM and bath temperatures equilibrated at 32 C (+2 C); TEM samples were frozen using the CryoCare CS cryosystem (EndoCare, Inc, Austin, Texas) using a 2.4 mm V-Probe cryoprobe (EndoCare, Inc.) set to either 3-cm (prostate) or 4-cm (renal) freeze zone length. TEM models were frozen using a 10/5/10 (in minutes) freeze/thaw/freeze protocol. Temperature of the bath and within the TEM were monitored throughout the freezing process at fixed distances of 7.5, 10.5, 13, 16, and 19 mm extending radially from the surface of the cryoprobe at the center point of the freeze zone (ie, 1.5 cm for prostate and 2 cm for renal studies) using an type-T thermocouple array and recorded with a Omega TempScan at 10-second intervals throughout the entire freeze cycle. At the completion of the freeze cycle, TEMs were allowed to passively thaw in the warm circulating bath for 30 minutes prior to disassembly at which time the individual TEM layers were returned to culture for recovery and assessment.
TEM Assessment
Following thawing and disassembly, individual TEM layers were measured via calipers to determine the diameter of the iceball created following the first and second freezes of the freeze-thaw cycle ( Figure 2 ). Iceball radii were also measured at cardinal locations around the probe surface to determine symmetry of the freeze zone created. Individual layers were then cut into half (bisection of the probe center) yielding 2 replicate samples from each layer for analysis. One half of the layer sample was then placed into culture to assess 24 hours postfreezing recovery, whereas the other half was assessed for immediate (1 hour) postfreeze viability. In situ sample viability assessment was performed using the fluorescent probes calcein-AM and propidium iodide (Cal/PI; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California). Briefly, culture medium was decanted from the TEM samples, and 2 mL of the working Cal/PI solution (10 mL Cal þ 8 mL PI þ 2 mL phosphate-buffered saline) was added directly to each sample. Samples were incubated in the dark at 37 C for 60 (+1) minutes. Fluorescent staining was visualized using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 fluorescent microscope under a 10Â magnification with the AxioVision 4 software (Carl Zeiss, Germany). Panoramic digital images were recorded starting at the iceball center (probe surface) and extended across the freeze region into the nonfrozen periphery. Following acquisition, a 5000 mm (5 mm) scale bar and reference mark at a radius of 15 mm (represent a 3 cm diameter) were autoimprinted onto each of the images using the AxioVision software to enable direct image comparison.
Data Analysis
For iceball and thermal profile assessment, a minimum of 7 repeats per probe setting were conducted. For ablation zone imaging studies, a minimum of 3 TEM repeats per cancer type (prostate and renal) were conducted. Following experimentation, data were combined and averaged (+standard deviation) to determine mean iceball size, temperature location, and ablation zone produced. Iceball, thermal zone, and ablation volumes were calculated based on freeze zone center point TEM layer measurements using an ellipsoid model to enable volumetric analysis of system performance.
Freeze zone size. Following the freeze/thaw episode, iceball diameter and radii were measured using digital calipers at the center point of the cryoprobe freeze zone.
Ablation zone. Fluorescent imaging of the TEM at the center point of the cryoprobe, images were measured using the AxioVision software to determine the size of the zone of ablation (PI-positive/Cal-negative [red] region).
Thermal profiles. Real-time recordings of the thermal profiles collected using the Omega TempScan system were converted to graphical format using Microsoft Excel and analyzed to determine isotherm spread during the first and second freeze intervals.
Results
Cancer Cell Ablation Comparison Studies
A series of studies were conducted utilizing tissue-engineered prostate (pTEM) and renal (rTEM). For the pTEM, experiments were performed using a 2.4-mm V-Probe cryoprobe set at a 3-cm freeze zone length (2.4 mm Â 3 cm freeze zone) for the analysis of freezing and prostate cancer cell destruction. For the rTEM, experiments were performed using a V-Probe cryoprobe set at a 4-cm freeze zone length (2.4 mm Â 4 cm freeze zone). The 3-cm and 4-cm freeze zone lengths were selected as per manufacture recommendations for prostate and renal tumor application.
Iceball analysis and comparison. For assessment of overall iceball size following the freeze interval, pTEM (prostate cancer) samples were frozen using the 10/5/10 protocol, allowed to thaw, and then disassembled into individual layers. The layers were then measured to determine the size (diameter) of the frozen mass following the first and second freeze episode. This assessment was possible following thawing as each ice front left a distinct visible ring where the edge of the iceball was ( Figure  2 ). These rings represented the transition from frozen to nonfrozen TEM tissue and correlate with a temperature of *À2
C. Assessment of iceball diameter following freezing of the pTEM using the 2.4 mm Â 3 cm V-Probe cryoprobe revealed an average diameter of 3.65 (+0.09) cm following the first freeze and 4.27 (+0.13) cm following the second freeze (Table 1 ). Image of a TEM stack and layer following freezing. TEM stacks were frozen in the TEM assembly apparatus. Following freezing, TEM stacks were disassembled into individual layers for assessment of iceball diameter as well as cell destruction using fluorescent microscopy. A, Top view of a TEM stack following freezing prior to stack disassembly and (B) image of an individual TEM layer in culture following disassembly. During analysis, identification of the outer edge of the first (orange ring) and second freeze (yellow ring) iceball edge (transition from frozen to nonfrozen tissue which equates to *À2 C, nominally) is visible within the gel, thereby allowing for direct measurement of iceball diameter following each freeze event within the protocol. Volumetric analysis of the iceball formed by the V-Probe cryoprobe revealed a 33.4-cm 3 frozen mass following the second freeze.
For assessment of overall iceball size created using the 2.4 mm V-Probe cryoprobe with a 4-cm freeze zone length (2.4 mm Â 4 cm), rTEM (renal cancer) samples were frozen under the 10/5/10 protocol. As with pTEM samples, the TEM layer at the center of the freeze length was measured to determine the size (diameter) of the frozen mass following the first and second freeze. Assessment of iceball diameter following freezing of the rTEM revealed the formation of an iceball with an average diameter of 3.83 (+0.12) cm following the first freeze and 4.63 (+0.21) cm following the second freeze (Table 1) . Volumetric analysis of the iceball formed by the V-Probe cryoprobe revealed 38.8 cm 3 iceball on average following the second freeze. The formation of a larger iceball created by the VProbe cryoprobe in the rTEM compared to the pTEM was expected given the 23% increase in freeze zone surface area of the V-Probe cryoprobe set at 4 cm compared to the 3-cm freeze zone length, which translated to a *17% increase in the overall volume of the iceball.
pTEM isotherm analysis and comparison. Although iceball size is often utilized as a comparative metric for the performance of cryosurgical devices, the size of the iceball generated does not reflect isotherm distribution within the frozen mass. Given this, assessment of isothermal distribution within the frozen mass was monitored in real time during freezing. Assessment of the thermal profile was conducted at 5 fixed positions extending from the probe surface at the center of the probe freeze zone (Figure 3) . Isotherm assessment studies conducted using the 2.4 mm Â 3 cm V-Probe cryoprobe following the 10/5/10 protocol revealed an isothermal profile characterized by the À20 C isotherm at a diameter of 2.28 (+0.17) cm and 2.63 (+0.21) cm following the first and second 10-minute freeze, respectively ( Table 2) . Examination of the À40 C isotherm revealed a 1.6 (+0.1)-cm and 1.87 (+0.13)-cm diameter following the first and second freeze, respectively. Volumetrically, this correlated with 12.67 and 6.41 cm 3 of the 33.4 cm 3 frozen mass being at or below À20 and À40 C, respectively. Comparing the penetration of the lethal isotherm to that of the overall frozen mass created by the V-Probe cryoprobe, it was found that 37.9% and 19.1% of the total volume of the frozen TEM was À20 C and À40 C, respectively. As with the prostate cancer pTEM studies, assessment of the isothermal profile following the initial 10 minutes of freezing of the rTEM using the 2.4 cm Â 4 cm V-Probe cryoprobe revealed a lethal À20 C isotherm at a diameter of 2.37 (+0.19) cm and the À40 C isotherm at a diameter of 1.8 (+0.12 cm; Table 2 ) cm. After completion of the second 10-minute freeze, the À20 C and À40 C isotherm diameters were found to extend to 2.6 (+0.23) cm and 1.8 (+0.12) cm, Temperatures of the midpoint TEM layer were monitored at fixed points radiating from the cryoprobe surface in real time at 10-second intervals during a 10/5/10 freeze/thaw/freeze procedure. Temperatures were found to drop radially near the probe surface and were more gradual the further from the probe surface. Thermal profile assessment revealed a final penetration of the À20 C and À40 C isotherms to reach diameter of 2.6 and 1.8 cm, respectively. Analysis of the thermal profiles revealed that on average 39% and 19% of the frozen mass was encompassed within the À20 C and À40 C isotherms, respectively.
respectively. Volume equaled 12.38 and 6.27 cm 3 out of the total 38.76 cm 3 frozen mass being at or below À20 and À40 C, respectively. In relation to the overall iceball volume following the 10/5/10 protocol, 31.9% of the iceball was at À20 C or below and 16.1% was at or below À40 C.
Fluorescent microscopy imaging and comparison. With the thermal characterization of the frozen mass created within the TEM for the 2.4-mm V-Probe cryoprobe, image analysis utilizing fluorescent microscopy was conducted to evaluate the overall ablative impact. To evaluate the level of cellular destruction, examination of the TEM layer at the center of the probe freeze zone was conducted following completion of a 10/5/10 double freeze protocol. In addition to analysis at the center of the freeze zone, vertical profiling of the lethal zone was also conducted. Fluorescent imaging to visualize living (green) versus dead (red) cancer cells was conducted at 1 and 24 hours postfreeze. The 1-and 24-hour time points were selected to allow for the assessment of immediate cell death as well as for identification of any delayed cell responses (death or recovery) within the TEM, such as in the periphery where sublethal freezing temperatures are achieved (ie, warmer than À30 C for prostate cancer). It is within this partially ablated region where both in vitro and in vivo studies have concluded that incomplete cancer cell destruction can lead to recovery postfreeze and has been identified as a potential source for cancer recurrence.
Analysis of prostate cancer cell destruction following freezing with the 2.4 mm Â 3 cm V-Probe cryoprobe revealed near complete cell destruction extending to 1.34 (+0.1) cm from the probe surface yielding a 2.67 (+0.21)-cm diameter lethal zone around the cryoprobe at the center of the freeze zone (Figure 4) . Correlating the zone of destruction with the isotherm profile data revealed a transition from cell destruction to survival occurring around the À20 C isotherm ( Figure 4B ). This resulted in a 0.4 (+0.1)-cm rim of incomplete cell destruction within the perimeter of the iceball observed 1 hour postfreeze. Interestingly, when follow-up analysis was conducted at 24 hours postfreeze, a substantial level of cell recovery in the periphery was noted ( Figure 4C ). The recovery was not attributed to cell regrowth given the short interval (24 hours) but was likely a result of "injured cells," which experienced damaging sublethal temperatures recovering.
The 24-hour time point has been reported to more accurately reflect cell death caused by freezing compared to 1 hour postfreeze. When correlating the observed lethal zone at 24 hours with the overall iceball, a 0.8 (+0.2)-cm wide rim of incomplete destruction within the periphery of the iceball was produced. This equated to a temperature of *À30
C based on the thermal profile data. Freeze zone profile analysis utilizing pTEM layers ranging from the tip to the center of the cryoprobe freeze zone revealed the formation of a characteristic oval-like ablation zone tapering toward the top of the cryoprobe. The transition of the iceball between the vertical layers was found to be smooth yielding the oval-like ablation zone. As with the freeze zone center layer, comparison of 1-hour samples to 24-hour samples revealed a substantial level of cancer cell recovery within the periphery of the iceball. Calculations of ablative volume based on fluorescent imaging revealed an ablative volume of 13.06 cm 3 , which equated to *39% of the frozen mass at 24 hours postfreeze (Table 3) .
Image analysis utilizing fluorescent microscopy was then conducted using the renal cancer rTEM 3D model. Given the published increased sensitivity of renal cancer (compared to prostate cancer) to low-temperature exposure, 26 studies were conducted to determine what effect the freeze procedure had on renal cancer cell destruction at the center of the probe freeze zone (2 cm level) following completion of a 10/5/10 protocol ( Figure 5 ). In addition to analysis at the center of the freeze zone, vertical profiling of the lethal zone was also conducted at 1 and 24 hours postfreeze.
Analysis of renal cancer cell destruction following freezing revealed near complete cell death to an average distance of 1.9 (+0.15) cm from the probe surface, yielding a *3.8 (+0.3)-cm diameter lethal zone around the cryoprobe at the center of the freeze zone at 1 hour postfreeze ( Figure 5B ). Correlating the zone of destruction with the isotherm profile data revealed the transition from cancer cell destruction to survival was around the À15 C isotherm at 1 hour postfreeze. As a result, a 0.4 (+0.15)-cm wide rim of incomplete cell destruction was found to remain around the perimeter of the iceball. Interestingly, as with the pTEM samples, when follow-up analysis was conducted at 24 hours postfreeze, a substantial level of cell recovery was noted in the periphery ( Figure 5C ). Correlating the observed 24-hour lethal zone to the overall iceball revealed a 0.9(+0.2)-cm deep rim of incomplete destruction within the periphery of the iceball, revealing the actual lethal isotherm to be *À20
C. This was consistent with previous in vitro reports. 26 Freeze zone profile analysis of rTEM layers ranging from the tip to the center of the cryoprobe freeze zone again revealed the formation of an oval-like ablation zone. Further, similar to the freeze zone from the center layer of the rTEM, comparison of 1-hour samples to 24-hour samples through the vertical stack revealed a substantial level of cancer cell recovery within each layer in the periphery of the iceball. Analysis of the ablative zone in the rTEM via fluorescence imaging revealed an ablative zone of *14.36 cm 3 within the 38.78 cm 3 frozen mass. Therefore, *38% of the iceball was lethal at 24 hours postfreeze following the double freeze 10/5/10 protocol (Table 3) .
Discussion
This study examined the use of a 3D tissue-engineered tumor model (TEM) of prostate and renal cancer for the evaluation of the performance of a cryosurgical device. The findings demonstrate that the TEMs were provided for an effective medium for the assessment of several performance indicators including iceball size, thermal profiling (isotherm distribution), and the resultant lethal zone within the frozen mass following thawing. With a variety of parameters being investigated in this study, including differing probe freeze zone length (3 and 4 cm) and cancer type (prostate and renal TEMs), extensive characterization and comparative data were generated. Although each of the parameters had an impact on an individual group's outcome, several fundamental comparatives emerged from the data. When looking at iceball diameter, the freeze protocol of 10/5/10 in conjunction with the V-Probe cryoprobe with a 4-cm length consistently yielded a larger iceball than when the 3-cm freeze zone length. This was an anticipated outcome given the *23% larger surface area (31.6 vs 37.2 cm 2 ). Although the iceball diameter was found to be larger, analysis of the critical isotherms within the frozen mass revealed similar penetration of the À20 C and À40 C isotherms into the TEM following the 10/5/10 protocol ( Table 2 ), meaning that the additional *5.5 cm 3 of ice generated in the rTEM represented nonlethal ice. Analysis of the level of cell destruction (distance from the cryoprobe) in the pTEM and rTEM following freezing using fluorescent imaging revealed that, similar to the isotherm data, the volume of cell death observed in the samples was similar to the transition zone from living to dead cancer cells being an average of 1.34 cm from the cryoprobe, yielding a 2.67-cm diameter lethal zone in the prostate cancer pTEM samples and a diameter of 2.8 cm in the rTEM. The increased size of the ablative zone in the rTEM compared to the pTEM was anticipated and consistent with the literature where it has been established that renal cancer has a greater thermal sensitivity than prostate cancer to mild freeze insults. Interestingly, despite the apparent larger lethal zone in the rTEM samples, when normalized to the overall iceball size, the destructive volume of the respective iceballs was similar, approaching *40% of the total volume in both prostate and renal TEMs (Table 3) .
When comparing our findings with the reported V-Probe cryoprobe performance data 49 on iceball size generated following a 10-minute freeze, the iceballs generated within the TEMs correlated closely for both 3-and 4-cm freeze lengths. Specifically, published reports using a gelatin phantom model indicate an iceball diameter of 3.9 (+0.5) cm and 3.8 (+0.5) cm for the 4-and 3-cm freeze lengths and in the TEM iceball diameters of 3.83 and 3.65 cm were obtained. 49 Interestingly, the À20 C and À40 C isotherms were found to not penetrate as far within the TEMs than reported in the gelatin phantom. For instance, in the pTEM with the 2.4 mm Â 3 cm freeze zone, the À20 C was found to have a diameter of 2.28 (+0.17) cm following a 10-minute freeze versus the reported 2.54 (+0.5) cm diameter in the gelatin phantom. Similarly, the À40 C isotherm was found to have a diameter of 1.6 (+0.1) cm in the TEM versus 1.8 (+0.5) cm in the gelatin phantom. Similar results were also seen with the 2.4 mm Â 4 cm freeze zone in the rTEM setting. The smaller diameter of the À20 C and À40 C isotherms in the TEM compared to the gelatin phantom was expected as the TEM integrates in active heat input and circulation components into the model in an effort to deliver a test environment which more closely reflects an in vivo setting where circulation and heat from surrounding tissue continuously impact the iceball. This affects both overall iceball size and to a greater extent the isothermal profile within the frozen mass in vivo. The incorporation of active heat input coupled with circulation during the freeze/thaw procedure provides for a more stringent testing setup, thereby creating a more in vivolike testing environment. Although more reflective from the heat input perspective, the TEM has limitations, however, given that it does not incorporate/account for any immunological, wound healing or long-term ischemic injury damage which occurs in vivo following freezing. To this end, based on its nature and tissue culture environment, the TEM represents a near ideal environment for sample recovery as it provides for optimal oxygen and nutrient delivery throughout the sample. As such, when translating/comparing these results to in vivo scenarios, as with data from all ex vivo and phantom models, caution should be taken.
Another interesting observation was the propensity for cell recovery within the periphery of the frozen mass. For instance, initial analysis of the pTEM samples at 1 hour postfreeze suggested *50% lethality within the frozen mass; however, analysis at 24 hours revealed 39% lethality (Figure 4) . Similarly with rTEM samples, 1 hour analysis suggested *60% iceball lethality, whereas at 24 hours postfreeze, the actual lethality was found to be 37% ( Figure 5 ). The observed recovery within the periphery of the iceball is hypothesized to be a result of the repair and recovery of partially damaged (injured) cancer cells exposed to mild freezing temperatures (>À20 to À30 C). The observed "increased cell lethality" at 1 hour compared to 24 hours postfreeze may also be a result of increased permeability in the cellular membranes within the periphery resulting in increased uptake of propidium iodide during the early stages of recovery resulting in surviving cells appealing dead early on thereby resulting in a false positive. Although the temperature range varies, this survival and recovery phenomena have been documented in numerous cancer types, including renal and prostate, and have been hypothesized to be a potential source of disease recurrence in vivo. 16, 38, 43 To this end, in this study, a *0.8-cm rim of surviving cells was found within the periphery of the iceball in the pTEM and a 0.9-cm rim in the rTEMs. The transition of completely too partially dead cells correlated with a temperature of *À30 C in the pTEM and *À20 C in the rTEM. These findings correlate well with previous reports and clinical observations where a *1-cm positive freeze margin is used to assure delivery of an ablative dose (À30 C to À40 C in prostate cancer and À20
C to À30 C in renal cancer) to the tumor margin to assure complete cancer destruction. 1, 12, 17, 19, 35, 36, 43 As such, the findings of a 0.8-and 0.9-cm transition zone from live to dead cells at the outer edge of the iceball in this study were similar to clinical observations. It is a result of this phenomenon that the standard practice of incorporating a 1-cm positive freeze margin to assure attainment of a critical temperature within a target tissue has been incorporated clinically. 1, 22, 35 In conclusion, the data from this study suggest that TEMs provide for an effective model for the characterization of CA device performance including iceball size, thermal profiling (isotherm distribution), as well as the resultant lethal zone within the frozen mass following thawing. Using this model, it was shown that the V-Probe cryoprobe delivered an ablative dose (<À20 C) *1 cm within the edge of the iceball. This correlated with the creation of an overall lethal zone of *40% of the total volume within the frozen mass in both the prostate cancer and renal cancer TEMs under physiological relevant a heat load challenge. The data demonstrated that though the overall iceball size generated in the TEM was consistent with published reports from phantom models, the addition of the heat load and circulation to more closely reflect an in vivo setting impacted the penetration of the critical (À20 C and À40 C) isotherms into the tissue. This is an important observation as it is well appreciated in clinical practice that the heat load of a tissue, cryoprobe proximity to vasculature, and so on can impact the outcome. The TEM provides a means of characterizing this impact on ablative dose delivery, resulting in a better understanding of probe performance and impact on outcome. This in turn may provide an avenue for improved device development, procedure application, and ultimately improved clinical outcome.
